Gaza Quiz
An uneasy cease-fire has been declared ending Israel's attack
on Gaza, Operation Pillar of Defense. Take this quiz to see
how much you know about the situation.
1. How did the people of Gaza come to be where they are?
a. A majority of them are descendants of refugees who
in 1948-1949 fled or were driven out by Israeli
forces from territory that was supposed to be part
of the Arab state of Palestine but was taken over
by Israel, and they were never permitted to
return.
b. Some of them are descendants of residents of the
Arab town of Majdal, who, after the 1948-49 war
were evacuated from different parts of the town
and concentrated in a neighborhood surrounded by
barbed wire (to make way for Jewish settlers) and
then expelled to Gaza.
c. Gaza was conquered by Israel in October 1956 and
subjected to massacres; Israel withdrew under
international pressure in March 1957.
d. Gazans came under Israeli occupation in 1967 when
Israel—in a war in which, in the words of Prime
Minister Menachem Begin in 1982, "we had a choice
… We decided to attack [Egypt]"—conquered the
Sinai (since returned to Egypt), Gaza, East
Jerusalem (annexed), the West Bank, and the Golan
Heights (annexed).
e. All of the above.

2. In 2005, Israel under Prime Minister Ariel Sharon
"disengaged" from Gaza. Which of the following
statements about the disengagement is true?
a. Israel's Gaza "disengagement" was a unilateral
move, not worked out with any Palestinian leaders

at all.
b. Israeli settlers were removed from Gaza, but more
new settlers moved to the West Bank in 2005 than
left Gaza and more Palestinian land was taken over
on the West Bank than was given up in Gaza.
c. Ariel Sharon's chief aide, Dov Weisglass, told an
interviewer for an Israeli newspaper: The
significance of the disengagement plan "is the
freezing of the political process. And when you
freeze that process you prevent the establishment
of a Palestinian state and you prevent a
discussion about the refugees, the borders and
Jerusalem. Effectively, this whole package that is
called the Palestinian state, with all that it
entails, has been removed from our agenda
indefinitely."
d. All of the above.

3. Israel says that its occupation of Gaza ended in 2005.
Which of the following conditions that exist to this day
raises a question about whether there has actually been
an end to Israeli control of Gaza?
a. Israel prohibits Gaza from

engaging

in

air

commerce with or air travel to or from other
nations.
b. Israel prohibits Gaza from engaging in sea
commerce with or sea travel to or from other
nations.
c. Israel prohibits Gazans engaged in fishing from
going more than 3 nautical miles off shore,
denying them access to 85% of their fishing
waters.
d. Israel has declared a formal no-go zone for
Palestinians inside Gaza covering more than 3
percent of the total land area and another 14
percent within which entry is effectively

restricted due to a real risk of gunfire,
excluding from Palestinian use 35% of the land
suitable for farming.
e. The Israeli army carries out incursions into this
zone a number of times a week.
f. All of the above.

4. Which of the following reflects the Israeli attitude
toward Gaza and its people?
a. The statement in a 1956 Knesset speech by Israeli
Prime Minister David Ben Gurion: "If I believed in
miracles, I would pray that Gaza would be washed
down into the sea."
b. The statement by Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak
Rabin in 1993: "If only it [Gaza] would just sink
into the Sea."
c. The fact that in Israeli slang, "go to Gaza" means
"go to hell."
d. All of the above.

5. The Palestinian organization Hamas rules within Gaza.
Which of the following is true regarding Hamas?
a. A descendant of the Muslim Brotherhood, it was
promoted in its early years by Israel and the
United States, which were eager to establish a
counterweight to the then-dominant secular
Palestinian organization Fatah.
b. It won a plurality in the Palestinian legislative
elections in January 2006.
c. It took over Gaza in 2007 after Fatah, working
with Israel and the United States, launched a
failed coup against it.
d. All of the above.

6. Hamas

refuses

to

accept

the

three

Israeli-U.S.

conditions: that it recognize Israel, renounce violence,
and agree to accept all agreements previously accepted
by the Palestinian Authority. Which of the following is
true?
a. Israel and the United States have refused to
recognize an independent Palestinian state, with
Washington even blocking UN recognition of nominal
Palestinian statehood.
b. Neither Washington nor Tel Aviv has renounced
violence (to say the least).
c. Nonviolent protest against the Israeli occupation
has been brutally repressed.
d. Israel "previously accepted" the Fourth Geneva
Convention, but when the World Court found
Israel's construction of the Wall on the occupied
West Bank to be in violation of that convention,
Israel refused to remove it and the United States
supported its refusal.
e. Israel signed the Oslo Accords which state that
"The two sides view the West Bank and the Gaza
Strip as a single territorial unit, whose
integrity will be preserved during the interim
period" and yet has pursued a policy of trying to
separate Gaza from the West Bank.
f. Hamas has indicated on numerous occasions that it
was willing to accept an independent Palestinian
state on the 1967 borders, with East Jerusalem as
its capital, along with a truce that could last
20, 30, or 50 years, or even indefinitely.
g. All of the above.

7. Israel says it can't trust Hamas to maintain ceasefires. Which of the following is part of the historical
record?
a. A study found that from 2000 to 2008, it was
"overwhelmingly Israel that kills first after a

pause in the conflict" and that this pattern
"becomes more pronounced for longer conflict
pauses," with Israel unilaterally having
interrupted 96% of the periods of nonviolence that
lasted longer than a week and 100% of the periods
of nonviolence lasting longer than 9 days.
b. In 1997, Hamas leader Khaled Meshal made an offer
to Israel through King Hussein of Jordan for a
thirty-year cease-fire. Israel ignored the offer
and then tried to assassinate Meshal in Amman.
c. Following its 2006 electoral victory in Gaza,
Hamas secretly conveyed a message to the Israeli
government that it "would pledge not to carry out
any violent actions against Israel and would even
prevent other Palestinian organizations from doing
so," if Israel stopped its undercover
assassination program and ended its military
attacks in Gaza and the West Bank. Israel did not
reply.
d. In June 2008 a six-month truce was arranged
between Israel and Hamas, and broken by Israel on
the night of Nov. 4-5, 2008.
e. All of the above.

8. Israel claims that its blockade of Gaza is simply a
means of keeping out weapons from the territory. Which
of the following is true?
a. The blockade has always included a ban on almost
all exports from Gaza, crippling the economy,
while having no connection to weapons imports.
b. Dov Weisglass, an adviser to former Prime Minister
Ehud Olmert, explained that "The idea is to put
the Palestinians on a diet, but not to make them
die of hunger."
c. The Israeli Ministry of Defense did a study in
2008 of the minimum daily humanitarian food needs

of Gaza and then, until June 2010, Israel
proceeded to allow in less than that amount.
d. Among the items Israel prohibited being imported
into Gaza before June 2010 were notebooks,
cilantro, sage, jam, chocolate, French fries,
dried fruit, fabrics, and toys.
e. Even though food is now allowed into Gaza, Israel
still restricts exports, imports of basic
construction materials, despite a shortage of
approximately 250 schools and some 71,000 housing
units, and restricts travel between Gaza and the
West Bank.
f. All of the above.

9. Which of the following describes conditions in Gaza on
the eve of Operation Pillar of Defense?
a. The people of Gaza have lower per capita incomes
than they did in the 1990s, despite improvements
over the past three years.
b. The unemployment rate in 2011 was 29% and during
the first quarter of 2012 unemployment stood at
47% for women and 58% for people between 20 and 24
years old.
c. 44% of households were food insecure in 2011 and
another 16% were vulnerable to food insecurity.
d. 10% of children suffer from stunting (long-term
exposure to chronic malnutrition).
e. 39% of people lived below the poverty line.
f. Currently, more than 90% of the water supplied
through Gaza's aquifer does not meet the safety
standards of the World Health Organization and is
unfit for drinking.
g. All of the above.

10. Israel launched Operation Pillar of Defense on November

14, 2012, claiming it needed to respond to an
unrelenting barrage of rockets from Hamas. Which of the
following is an accurate statement of the lead-up to
November 14?
a. From October 30, 2012, until Nov. 10, 2012, there
were a total of 4 rockets fired from Gaza, which
fell in open areas causing no casualties or
damage.
b. On November 4, Israeli forces shot and killed a 23
year-old mentally-challenged Palestinian walking
approximately ten meters from the fence on the
Gaza side. The Israeli military did not allow a
Palestinian ambulance to retrieve the body for two
hours.
c. On Nov. 8, Israeli troops operating within Gaza
were fired on by Palestinians; Israeli fire killed
a Palestinian boy.
d. On Nov. 10, Palestinian armed factions fired on an
Israeli military vehicle patrolling on the Israeli
side of the fence, injuring four soldiers. Israel
responded by firing tank shells hitting a
residential area, killing 5 civilians, including 2
children, and injuring 36 civilians, including 9
children.
e. Palestinian rocket attacks began on Nov. 10, after
more than a week of relative quiet.
f. All of the above.

11. What happened on November 13, the day before the Israeli
targeted assassination of Ahmed al-Jabari, Hamas'
military chief?
a. Palestinian rocket fire decreased from 64 on Nov.
11, to 35 on Nov. 12, to 1 on the morning of Nov.
13.
b. Palestinian rocket fire ended, but then, in the
words of the Israeli government, "Following the

launch of Israel's operation Pillar of Defense …
rocket fire from Gaza resumed on Wednesday evening
(14 Nov)…"
c. Reuters reported that "After five days of mounting
violence, Israel and the Palestinians stepped back
from the brink of a new war in the Gaza Strip on
Tuesday, [Nov. 13,] sending signals to each other
via Egypt that they would hold their fire unless
attacked. … Ismail Haniyeh, prime minister of
Gaza's Hamas government, praised the main armed
factions in the enclave for agreeing on Monday
night to a truce. 'They showed a high sense of
responsibility by saying they would respect calm
should the Israeli occupation also abide by it,'
he said."
d. A draft proposal for a long-term cease-fire, with
mechanisms to ensure compliance, had been agreed
to by an Israeli negotiator and Hamas's deputy
foreign minister, and was being submitted to Ahmed
al-Jabari and Israeli security officials for their
consideration. Jabari, who had authorized the
negotiations, received a copy of the proposal the
day he was assassinated.
e. All of the above.

12. Israel (and the United States) claim that the Israeli
attack on Gaza was a lawful act of self-defense. Which
of the following statements about self-defense conform
to international law and morality?
a. Military force in self-defense must be a last
resort, having exhausted non-military means (such
as accepting a cease-fire, negotiating a long-term
cease-fire, and, most decisively, ending the
occupation of Palestinian territory).
b. Self-defense is not permissible against someone
legitimately resisting illegal occupation (and so,

for example, Japanese troops in China from 1937-45
had no right of self-defense against attacks from
Chinese forces).
c. Even when self-defense is permitted, the measures
taken must not disproportionately endanger
civilians.
d. All of the above.

13. If a cease-fire was possible without Operation Pillar of
Defense, which of the following is a plausible
explanation for why Israel launched its attack?
a. Because Israel always wants to maintain its
deterrent power, meaning that fear of its massive
military response will keep subject people in
line.
b. Because an election is coming soon in Israel and
wars and Palestinian rockets tend to help
politicians' electoral prospects.
c. To test out the Iron Dome system and send a
message to Iran.
d. Because Pillar of Defense weakened Mahmud Abbas's
Palestinian Authority, while strengthening Hamas,
which serves the Israeli interest in being able to
insist there is no partner for peace.
e. All of the above.

14. Which of the following statements was made by an Israeli
official or personality?
a. Israel's Deputy Prime Minister Eli Yishai: "We
must blow Gaza back to the Middle Ages, destroying
all the infrastructure including roads and water."
b. Israel Katz, Israel's transport minister and
member of Netanyahu's Likud party, on 11 November:
"we must detach from Gaza in a civilian
manner—electricity, water, food, and fuel—and

transition into a policy of deterrence, just like
in Southern Lebanon."
c. Avi Dichter, Israel's Minister of Home Front
Defense: "there is no other choice, Israel must
carry out a formatting action in Gaza, actually
format the system and clean it out, the way we did
in Judea & Samaria during Operation Defensive
Shield."
d. Knesset member Michael Ben-Ari of the National
Union party: "Brothers! Beloved soldiers and
commanders—preserve your lives! Don't give a hoot
about Goldstone! There are no innocents in Gaza,
don't let any diplomats who want to look good in
the world endanger your lives[;] at any tiniest
concern for your lives—Mow them!"
e. Rabbi Yaakov Yosef, son of Israel's former Chief
Rabbi and spiritual leader of the Shas party,
Rabbi Ovadia Yosef: "The army has got to learn
from the Syrians how to slaughter and crush the
enemy."
f. Gilad Sharon, the son of former prime minister
Ariel Sharon, in the Jerusalem Post: "The
residents of Gaza are not innocent, they elected
Hamas. The Gazans aren't hostages; they chose this
freely, and must live with the consequences….We
need to flatten entire neighborhoods in Gaza.
Flatten all of Gaza. The Americans didn't stop
with Hiroshima—the Japanese weren't surrendering
fast enough, so they hit Nagasaki, too."
g. All of the above.

15. Which of the following is a UN statistic regarding the
casualties of Operation Pillar of Defense?
a. More than twenty-five Palestinian civilians were
killed for every Israeli civilian killed (103:4).
b. More than twenty-five Palestinian combatants were

killed for every Israeli combatant killed (55:2).
c. Israel, with its arsenal of highly advanced
"smart" weaponry, fired without being under
pressure, killed as high a percentage of civilians
among all those it killed (65%) as did Hamas
(67%), with its inaccurate rockets fired under
great pressure.
d. All of the above.

16. Which of the following is true regarding U.S. military
aid to Israel?
a. Israel is the largest cumulative recipient of U.S.
foreign assistance in the world since 1945, having
received $115 billion in bilateral assistance,
about two-thirds of which has been military aid
and which in recent years has been almost entirely
military aid.
b. U.S. military aid to Israel has helped transform
Israel's armed forces into one of the most
technologically sophisticated militaries in the
world and has helped Israel build a domestic arms
industry that ranks as one of the top 10 arm
exporters.
c. One of the main Israeli weapons used to attack
Gaza have been F-16 aircraft, provided by the
United States. From 2000 to 2009, the United
States paid for and delivered at least 93 F-16D
fighter jets, valued at $2.48 billion, and
licensed and paid for at least 13,559 spare parts
and co-production parts for Israel's arsenal of
F-16s.
d. All of the above.

17. In which other way has the United States aided Israel in
its assault on Gaza?

a. The Obama administration blocked a United Nations
Security Council statement calling for a ceasefire on November 20, 2012 to end Operation Pillar
of Defense.
b. President Obama told Israeli Prime Minister
Netanyahu "no country can be expected to tolerate
rocket attacks against civilians," but failed to
note that no people should have to live under
occupation, with bombs and shells falling on them,
killing far greater numbers of innocent civilians.
c. The United States has blocked efforts to hold
Israel responsible for its previous assault on
Gaza, by rejecting the Goldstone Commission
Report.
d. President Obama declared that Israel cannot be
expected to negotiate with Hamas.
e. The United States has defended Israel's right to
stop humanitarian aid ships bound for Gaza.
f. The Obama administration, by its use of targeted
drone killings, has normalized the practice that
Israel now uses to such murderous effect.
g. The United States has over many years blocked
efforts to move in the direction of a long-term
solution to the Palestinian-Israeli conflict,
among many other acts vetoing a Security Council
resolution condemning Israeli settlements in the
Occupied Territories.
h. All of the above.

18. Which of the following is a way to put pressure on the
Israeli government to end its occupation of Palestine,
and on the United States government and corporations
which support that occupation?
a. Support the work of the U.S. Campaign to End the
Israeli Occupation to cut off U.S. military aid to
Israel.

b. Support the work of Jewish Voice for Peace and its
"We Divest" campaign to pressure TIAA/CREF to
divest from companies that profit from the Israeli
occupation.
c. Support the work of Code Pink and its Stolen
Beauty campaign to boycott beauty products made in
the occupied territories.
d. Support other campaigns that aim to achieve
justice for Palestinians.
e. All of the above.
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